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Italy’s Elena Palumbo-Mosca shows a picture in Yves Klein’s book during an interview in Brussels on
December 29, 2021.

In this file photo taken on March 04, 2018 actress Rita Moreno arrives for the
90th Annual Academy Awards in Hollywood, California. 

Italian Elena Palumbo-Mosca poses with Yves Klein’s book during an interview in Brussels. —AFP photos

For art aficionados, she’s a Blue Woman fea-
tured in dozens of French artist Yves
Klein’s “Anthropometries”-conceptual

paintings of nudes achieved by daubing models
in blue paint and having them press their bodies
on paper.

But Elena Palumbo-Mosca rejects being
called Klein’s “living paintbrush”. She sees her-
self as an artistic “collaborator” who played a
key part in the artist’s famous oeuvre, which
today sell for fortunes. “I am not an object, but a
person who shared with Yves specific ideas and
who helped him to create them out of friendship
and out of curiosity,” Palumbo-Mosca, who turns
87 on Friday, told AFP in her Brussels apartment.

The Italian muse did not earn money from
sales of the “20 or 30” works to which she con-
tributed. She spent three decades working as an
interpreter for European Union institutions in

the Belgian capital.  But her home is strewn with
art. Her memories are too: a French Riviera stint
as an au pair to a couple who were friends with
Klein, then her youthful Paris student days she
funded by working as a cabaret dancer.

Mixed reception 
It was in February 1960 that Klein unveiled his

conceptual art in his studio, using Palumbo-
Mosca and other women. In March, she took part
in his first public presentation, held in a Paris
gallery, which critics described by using the term
“living paintbrush”, which she came to resent.

The invited audience, she said, was electrified
by the performance during which Klein-dressed
in a black dinner jacket, with a white bow tie and
white gloves-directed his paint-slicked models.
“Some tore out their hair. Others applauded,”
she recalled.

“It was clear that we were doing something
that nobody had ever done,” she said-not that
she was able to linger long with the well-dressed
crowd. “As soon as we’d finished our work, we
went to wash ourselves off off-stage-the paint,
after all, was toxic.”

Patented paint 
Klein had patented the ultramarine hue of the

special thick paint he developed for his paint-
ings, calling the mix of synthetic resin, matte and
pigment “International Klein Blue” or IKB. The
task of applying the paint was very physical, but
Palumbo-Mosca was well prepared, having spent
a childhood skiing and ice-skating, and having
been a champion artistic diver as a teenager.

She also helped Klein as he embarked on his
“Fire Painting” series, in which he used an indus-
trial blowtorch to sear compositions onto com-

bustion-resistant cardboard at a testing centre
owned by Gaz de France. Those works,
Palumbo-Mosca said, were “a culmination of his
thought-the divine expressed through water and
fire corresponding to Japanese cosmogony”,
conceptions concerned with the origin of the
universe.

Klein died in 1962 of a heart attack, just 34
years old. Today, his works-particularly his
“Anthropometries”-can sell at auction for tens of
millions of dollars. Sotheby’s has described his
oeuvre, “using the human body as an anthropo-
morphic brush”, as having opened “a new fron-
tier of painting”. “Klein broke apart the very def-
inition of painting, radicalised the enduring art
historical motif of the nude, and laid conceptual
foundations that have continued to inform per-
formance art to the present day,” it said in notes
accompanying an auction two years ago. —AFP

Britain’s spy chief yesterday thanked
China’s state news agency for “free
publicity” after it posted a spoof of

James Bond that mocked the Western intel-
ligence community’s growing focus on
threats posed by Beijing.

The rare response by MI6 head Richard
Moore comes as China and Britain clash
over Beijing’s treatment of its Uyghur
minority and creeping authoritarianism in
the former British colony of Hong Kong.

Moore-codenamed “C” within the
agency-previously said adapting to China’s
rise was the spy service’s “single greatest
priority” and warned of Chinese “debt
traps, data exposure and vulnerability to
political coercion”.

Debt traps refer to China extracting con-
cessions such as the use of ports from
countries that sign up to its soft-power
infrastructure initiative when they default
on loan repayments.

In a tongue-in-cheek Twitter post on
Tuesday, state news agency Xinhua said it
had uncovered “leaked video” of a “secret
meeting” between British and American
spies after Moore bumped Beijing higher on
MI6’s agenda.

The attached clip-titled “No Time to Die
Laughing”-featured a pair of Chinese
actors playing fictional British spies called
“James Pond” and “Black Window”.

In his Thursday response, Moore tweet-
ed: “Thank you for your interest (and the
unexpected free publicity!)” He posted a
link to a speech he gave in November in
which he said China sought to “exploit the
open nature” of British society and “distort
public discourse and political decision mak-
ing across the globe”.

In four and a half minutes of what Xinhua
called “rib-tickling moments” filled with
canned laughter, the elegantly dressed duo
enter a castle and start discussing a dossier
on Chinese espionage tactics, only to
realise the papers actually refer to the
United States.

Pond-codenamed “Agent 0.07”-then
blasts the “fictional Chinese debt trap and
data trap” as a “pathetic” excuse to get
more funding for British intelligence.

In a call with an apparent CIA opera-
tive, Pond learns the US has tapped his
mobile phone. He is warned not to buy a
model made by sanctioned Chinese com-
pany Huawei due to a supposed “back-
door”, before being gifted a new phone by
the CIA.

“To be America’s enemy is dangerous,”
says the champagne-swilling Pond. “But to
be America’s friend is fatal.”

Britain caused outrage in China last year
after blocking the involvement of telecoms
giant Huawei from involvement in its 5G
broadband roll-out, after the US raised spy-
ing concerns. —AFP

The organization behind the Grammys on
Wednesday postponed the music awards gala
scheduled for January 31 due to “uncertainty

surrounding the Omicron variant” of COVID-19 that
has ripped through the United States in recent weeks.
Minutes later, the prestigious Sundance film festival-
which was set to begin January 20 in Park City, Utah-
announced it was shifting all of its premieres and
events online, a move it deemed necessary “despite the
most ambitious protocols.”

In a statement, the Recording Academy said that
“holding the show on January 31 simply contains too
many risks,” and it would announce a rescheduled date
“soon.” The heavily mutated Omicron variant, the most
transmissible to date, accounted for around 95 percent
of US cases in the week ending January 1.

The wave that began in December has cases run-
ning at nearly 500,000 a day in the United States,
according to the latest CDC figures, with new hospital-
izations also rising-though numbers of new deaths
have remained largely flat, likely due in part to vaccine
availability. The Omicron variant is also milder than
previous variants, raising hopes the virus could be
evolving into a relatively benign seasonal illness.

Still, the World Health Organization in Europe has
sounded an ominous note of caution on Tuesday, warn-
ing the soaring infection rates could have the opposite
effect. “The health and safety of those in our music
community, the live audience, and the hundreds of peo-
ple who work tirelessly to produce our show remains
our top priority,” the Recording Academy said in

explaining its decision to postpone.
Sundance organizers echoed that sentiment: “While

it is a deep loss to not have the in-person experience
in Utah, we do not believe it is safe nor feasible to
gather thousands of artists, audiences, employees, vol-
unteers, and partners from around the world, for an
eleven-day festival while overwhelmed communities
are already struggling to provide essential services.”

Subdued spring season? 
Among the selected films at Sundance-the Robert

Redford-founded indie festival-this year will be “jeen-
yuhs: A Kanye Trilogy,” a documentary assembled from
more than two decades of footage shot by West’s long-
time friend Clarence “Coodie” Simmons. And the 64th
annual Grammys features a class of pop stalwarts and
newbies including Justin Bieber, Billie Eilish and Olivia
Rodrigo leading the nominees, as Jon Batiste, the jazz
and R&B artist and bandleader, garnered the most nomi-
nations with 11. Last spring’s show was the first
Grammys of the pandemic era, and saw organizers craft
a more television-friendly, socially distanced cabaret-
esque show that was heavy on performances. Those
awards were postponed to March 14 after the original
date was dropped during last winter’s deadly surge in
coronavirus cases.

The 2022 edition was expected to see a return to
the usual arena-style celebration at Los Angeles’
Staples Center. But it appears the spring entertainment
season might be muted over pandemic concerns yet
again. The Golden Globes, set for January 9, had
already planned a stripped-down affair with no audi-
ence or media. Organizers had cited health concerns
regarding the decision to scrap the audience, but the
move also came in the wake of an industry boycott over
internal ethical collapses. The Oscars currently are still
on for March 27. And after two years sans Coachella,
the premiere California desert music event that kicks
off the festival circuit is currently slated to begin April
15 with proof of vaccination or a negative test. —AFP

File photo shows Winner of Best Rap Song and Best
Rap Album Ludacris’ trophy is seen in front of the
Grammy logo at the 49th Grammy Awards in Los
Angeles. —AFP

In this file photo taken on December 07, 2021 actress Rita Moreno arrives for
the premiere of Steven Spielberg’s “West Side Story” at the El Capitan Theatre
in Los Angeles. —AFP photos

It took Rita Moreno a year to agree to a documentary
about her career. When she finally watched it for the first
time, she exclaimed to her daughter: “What a life I’ve

had!” The Puerto Rican superstar’s seven decades in show
business have earned her Emmys, a Grammy, a Tony and an
Oscar-the rare “EGOT” feat, achieved by only 16 artists ever.

Moreno is the only Latina among them, having overcome
racism and sexual abuse in Hollywood long before #MeToo,
as well as a tumultuous romance with Marlon Brando. Now a
happy mother and grandmother, she is the subject of “Rita
Moreno: Just a Girl Who Decided to Go for It” on Netflix,
which traces the ups and downs of a life often seen to
embody the “American Dream.”

And at 90 she is back on the big screen thanks to
“West Side Story,” Steven Spielberg’s remake of the film
that won her an Oscar in 1962 — which could now earn
her another. Having won best supporting actress all those
decades ago as the feisty Anita, Moreno steps into a new
role as Valentina, while her former character is played by

young Broadway star Ariana DeBose.
“That was very difficult for me,” Moreno told AFP,

describing a scene where Valentina rescues Anita from sex-
ual assault. “I’ve gotta tell you it was surreal, very strange.
Difficult. Exciting. “My brain was telling me ‘no, no, no, that’s
not Anita. You’re Anita!’ I had to tell my brain, ‘No, I’m not
Anita any more.’”

‘No role models’ 
Moreno was born in Puerto Rico in 1931. She emigrated

with her mother to New York when she was five, where her
dancing opened doors to the entertainment industry. “At the
time there were no role models for girls like me,” so she
chose Elizabeth Taylor, Moreno recalled.

She made her Broadway debut at 13, and soon after
found herself in the movies. On the big screen she received
endless “ethnic” roles. Not even her Oscar for “West Side
Story,” in which her skin was painted darker, would end the
typecasting.

But she continued to expand her career in theater and on
television, becoming a role model for today’s Latino stars
like Lin-Manuel Miranda, Gloria Estefan and Eva Longoria.
They and others speak of Moreno’s inspiring work in the
new documentary, which elicits laughter and admiration as
well as tears.

“I promised myself that I was going to be as honest as I
could be,” said Moreno. Despite decades on the screen, she
admitted it was difficult to open up about behind-the-
scenes strife in her marriage to US cardiologist Leonard
Gordon, who died in 2010.

“It was the first and only time on set that I had to ask
them to cut because I was going to cry.” Moreno is more
visceral when discussing Brando, with whom she had a
passionate eight-year relationship. “Have you ever be so
obsessed by somebody that you feel as if you can’t
breathe without them? That’s how Marlon felt about him-
self,” she quips. “He was the daddy I couldn’t please,”
adds Moreno. —AFP


